
Field Note

May 16th – 20th

By Jeff Clarke



Glacier lilies bloom in abundance 
atop the mountain. Bears and 
rodents dig their bulbous, leek-
lik hil d lk d Ilike, roots while deer, elk and I 
eat the sweet flowing heads and 
seed pods.  Oddly enough, we 
didn’t notice any lilies on the 
ranch last year.



This week I saw three bull snakes on the gravel roads.  The sun’s warmth rejuvenates them. 



6,500 trees are planted, exclosed, and chipped!  Dead trees were replaced and new clusters 
were added.  Unless we receive a large rain event, we will start watering them next week.   



Here is the new 2500 gallon “big rig” that we will use to water most of the trees.  This week 
we got a few lessons on how to drive it.  The duel 100 foot hoses will increase efficiency.



Chokecherry

Wild Rose

The students from Chief Dull Knife College helped us construct a buck and rail fence at the 
top of tongue creek. Next week, we will continue to erect fences around the chokecherry and 
rose bushes in this area.  Our goal is to extend the shrubby vegetation to the top of the draw.  



Arrow leaf balsamroots are in full bloom this week and the fields of lupine have 
just begun.  These colorful fields are unlike anything I’ve every seen before.   



The Chief Dull Knife students also helped erect 
this 750 foot exclosure.  Lauren will plant 
nearly 1,000 nurse plants into it. 



Rosy Pussytoes



We finished whacking all the hounds tongue 
in and around the Northern center pivot!



Logging equipment did some damage to the road in the middle of sheep camp stand.  This 
week we spread a grass/forb seed mix on the disturbed areas and covered it with duff and 
woody debris.  We hope that new recruitment will make this road vanish.     



Field Work Completed May 16th-
May 20th

•Built nurse plant exclosure
•Water truck driving practice
•Seeded and raked disturbed roadsSeeded and raked disturbed roads
•Surveyed leafy spurge flea beetle 
larvae numbers
•Removed all hounds tongue from 
the center pivot
•Built buck and rail fence
•Pulled the leafy spurge goat 
simulation plot
•Irrigation maintenance 
•Reinstalled Northern water pump 
•Irrigation line rotations
S d d i d l t•Sprayed undesired plants

•Electric fence maintenance
•Barn organization

Prairie Smoke


